
MATH 1100-001

REVIEW PROBLEMS FOR EXAM 1

Renindcr:. Exiii 1 xviii ovei xcctioiis 9.1 1 liiougli 9.7 of the texi aiid will 1 e in 1ix on \VedlLesdny,
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illst 111(1 or iii a previol Is year. If these prohleiiis were on au eaiii, YOU would have to show your work f( a lull
credit . This should not he considered a practice exani’ , though exam problems (0111(1 he siniar to Soflie of

these, and I hese make for good review problems. Solutions will he posted sonietinie on 1\londay.



x—3
1. (5 pts each) For •/(x)

9—x2
,answer the following questions.

(a)

liinf(x) =

__________________

(b) Iimf(x) =

____________

(c) lirnf(x) =

(d) Where is ./(x) discontinuous?

IA



2. (5 pts each) Find the following limits.
.x2-15x—3

(a) Inn , =

2x+7x

x3+x—2
(b) Inn =

3x+4x+I

3. (12 pts) Use the definition of the derivative to find j. ‘(x) for
f(x)=x2+3x

f’(x) =

2A



4. (6 pls each) Suppose the total cost of producing x bicycles is given by
(‘(x)=5000+40x+0.5x

(a) How fast is the Cost changing with respect to the number of bicycles
produced?

Answer:

_____________________________________

(b) What is the rate of change of the Cost function when 10 bicycles are
produced?

Answer:

_______________________________

5. (5 pts each) Find i” for the following functions. (Do NOT bother to simplify!!!)

(a)
2x

=

_____

(b) Y=(4x4+x2)(5x+)

=

3!’



(Note: This is #5 continued.)
Find i’ for the following functions. (Do NOT bother to simplify!!!)

2x —

(c) 1r
5x

=

(d)

second derivative:

4A



7. (16 pts) For •f(x)3x(x4x) ,find the equation of the tangent line to the
curve at x = -1.

Tangent Line:

________________________________

5A


